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Text news source!
AI ethics from Title
our finest

“While companies like Facebook and Google have allocated millions to making sure
machine learning is guided by basic moral and ethical values, early prototypes, which
achieved self-awareness, have yet to move beyond self-importance,” said MIT
robotics research engineer Dr. Alvin Dubicki, who hypothesized that even the most
advanced labs are decades away from developing neural networks sophisticated
enough to analyze large quantities of data and output much else besides
paraphrased Ayn Rand quotes.
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Text 6: Ethics
Bit by Bit,Title
Chapter

The rules governing research are derived from principles that in turn are
derived from ethical frameworks. A main argument of this chapter is that
researchers should evaluate their research through existing rules—which I will
take as given and assume should be followed—and through more general
ethical principles.
https://www.bitbybitbook.com/en/1st-ed/ethics/
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Text 6: Ethics
Bit by Bit,Title
Chapter

The Common Rule is the set of regulations currently governing most federally
funded research in the United States… The four principles come from two blueribbon panels that were created to provide ethical guidance to researchers: the
Belmont Report and the Menlo Report.
https://www.bitbybitbook.com/en/1st-ed/ethics/
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Text 6: Ethics
Bit by Bit,Title
Chapter

Finally, consequentialism and deontology are ethical frameworks that have
been developed by philosophers for hundreds of years. A quick and crude way
to distinguish the two frameworks is that deontologists focus on means and
consequentialists focus on ends.
https://www.bitbybitbook.com/en/1st-ed/ethics/
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Title frameworks
Text
Two ethical
Consequentialism (Jeremy Bentham, John Stuart Mill): Take actions
that lead to better states in the world.
Deontology (Immanuel Kant): Focus on ethical duties, independent of
their consequences
Deontologists focus on means, consequentialists focus on ends

“Arguments between consequentialists and deontologists are
like two ships passing in the night.”
https://www.bitbybitbook.com/en/1st-ed/ethics/
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Text Consent
Application:Title
Informed
Deontologists focus on means, consequentialists focus on ends
Illustration: informed consent. Both frameworks support it, but for different
reasons.
A consequentialist argument: informed consent helps prevent harm to
participants by prohibiting research that does not properly balance risk and
anticipated benefit. In other words, consequentialist thinking would support
informed consent because it helps prevent bad outcomes for participants.
A deontological argument for informed consent focuses on a researcher’s duty
to respect the autonomy of participants.
Given these approaches, a pure consequentialist might be willing to waive the
requirement for informed consent in a setting where there was no risk, whereas
a pure deontologist might not.

https://www.bitbybitbook.com/en/1st-ed/ethics/
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Text
AdTitle
absurdum
Deontologists focus on means, consequentialists focus on ends

Transplant: A doctor has five patients dying of organ failure and one healthy
patient whose organs can save all five. A consequentialist doctor is required
to kill the healthy patient to obtain his organs. This complete focus on ends,
without regard to means, is flawed.
Time bomb: A police office captured a terrorist who knows the location of a
ticking time bomb that will kill millions of individuals if it detonates. A
deontological police officer would not lie to trick a terrorist into revealing the
location of the bomb. This complete focus on means, without regards to ends,
also is flawed.

https://www.bitbybitbook.com/en/1st-ed/ethics/
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Title
Text Study
Tuskegee
Syphilis
In 1932, researchers from the US Public Health Service (PHS) enrolled 400 black
men from Tukegee, Alabama, infected with syphilis in a study to study the effects of
the disease. The study was non-therapeutic: designed to document, not treat!

https://www.bitbybitbook.com/en/1st-ed/ethics/
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Title
Text Study
Tuskegee
Syphilis
In 1932, researchers from the US Public Health Service (PHS) enrolled 400 black
men from Tukegee, Alabama, infected with syphilis in a study to study the effects of
the disease. The study was non-therapeutic: designed to document, not treat!

https://www.bitbybitbook.com/en/1st-ed/ethics/
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Title
Text principles
The need for
ethical

• Boundaries between practice and research
• Basic ethical principles
• Applications
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Text boundaries
The BelmontTitle
Report:
Boundaries between practice and research
• Research seeks generalizable knowledge, practice includes everyday
treatment and activities
“For the most part, the term "practice" refers to interventions that are designed solely
to enhance the wellbeing of an individual patient or client and that have a reasonable
expectation of success. The purpose of medical or behavioral practice is to provide
diagnosis, preventive treatment or therapy to particular individuals … By contrast, the
term "research' designates an activity designed to test an hypothesis, permit
conclusions to be drawn, and thereby to develop or contribute to generalizable
knowledge (expressed, for example, in theories, principles, and statements of
relationships). Research is usually described in a formal protocol that sets forth an
objective and a set of procedures designed to reach that objective.“

• Argues that ethical principles of Belmont Report apply only to research
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Title Text
The Belmont Report:
basic principles
Respect for persons
•Individuals should be treated as autonomous agents
“To respect autonomy is to give weight to autonomous persons'
considered opinions and choices while refraining from obstructing
their actions unless they are clearly detrimental to others. To show
lack of respect for an autonomous agent is to repudiate that
person's considered judgments, to deny an individual the freedom
to act on those considered judgments, or to withhold
information necessary to make a considered judgment, when
there are no compelling reasons to do so. “
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Title Text
The Belmont Report:
basic principles
Respect for persons
•Individuals should be treated as autonomous agents
•Persons with diminished autonomy are entitled to protection
“In some situations, however, application of the principle is not obvious. The
involvement of prisoners as subjects of research provides an instructive
example. On the one hand, it would seem that the principle of respect for
persons requires that prisoners not be deprived of the opportunity to
volunteer for research. On the other hand, under prison conditions they may
be subtly coerced or unduly influenced to engage in research activities for
which they would not otherwise volunteer. Respect for persons would then
dictate that prisoners be protected. Whether to allow prisoners to "volunteer"
or to "protect" them presents a dilemma. Respecting persons, in most
hard cases, is often a matter of balancing competing claims urged by
the principle of respect itself. “
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Title Text
The Belmont Report:
basic principles
Beneficence
• Do not harm
• Maximize possible benefits and minimize possible harm
“The Hippocratic maxim "do no harm" has long been a fundamental principle of
medical ethics. Claude Bernard extended it to the realm of research, saying
that one should not injure one person regardless of the benefits that might
come to others. However, even avoiding harm requires learning what is harmful;
and, in the process of obtaining this information, persons may be exposed to
risk of harm. Further, the Hippocratic Oath requires physicians to benefit their
patients "according to their best judgment." Learning what will in fact benefit
may require exposing persons to risk. The problem posed by these
imperatives is to decide when it is justifiable to seek certain benefits despite the
risks involved, and when the benefits should be foregone because of the risks.”
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Title Text
The Belmont Report:
basic principles
Justice
• Who ought to receive the benefits of research and bear its burdens?
“Questions of justice have long been associated with social practices such as
punishment, taxation and political representation. Until recently these questions have
not generally been associated with scientific research. However, they are
foreshadowed even in the earliest reflections on the ethics of research involving
human subjects. For example, during the 19th and early 20th centuries the burdens of
serving as research subjects fell largely upon poor ward patients, while the
benefits of improved medical care flowed primarily to private patients.
Subsequently, the exploitation of unwilling prisoners as research subjects in Nazi
concentration camps was condemned as a particularly flagrant injustice. In this
country, in the 1940's, the Tuskegee syphilis study used disadvantaged, rural black
men to study the untreated course of a disease that is by no means confined to that
population. These subjects were deprived of demonstrably effective treatment in
order not to interrupt the project, long after such treatment became generally
available. ”
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Text applications
The BelmontTitle
Report:

Informed Consent: Information, Comprehension, Voluntariness
Comprehension. The manner and context in which information is conveyed is as
important as the information itself. For example, presenting information in a
disorganized and rapid fashion, allowing too little time for consideration or curtailing
opportunities for questioning, all may adversely affect a subject's ability to make an
informed choice.
Because the subject's ability to understand is a function of intelligence, rationality, maturity
and language, it is necessary to adapt the presentation of the information to the subject's
capacities. Investigators are responsible for ascertaining that the subject has
comprehended the information.
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Text applications
The BelmontTitle
Report:
Informed Consent: Information, Comprehension, Voluntariness
“Respect for persons requires that subjects, to the degree that they are capable, be given
the opportunity to choose what shall or shall not happen to them. This opportunity is
provided when adequate standards for informed consent are satisfied.
While the importance of informed consent is unquestioned, controversy prevails over
the nature and possibility of an informed consent. Nonetheless, there is widespread
agreement that the consent process can be analyzed as containing three elements:
information, comprehension and voluntariness.
A special problem of consent arises where informing subjects of some pertinent
aspect of the research is likely to impair the validity of the research. … In all cases of
research involving incomplete disclosure, such research is justified only if it is clear that (1)
incomplete disclosure is truly necessary to accomplish the goals of the research, (2) there
are no undisclosed risks to subjects that are more than minimal, and (3) there is an
adequate plan for debriefing subjects, when appropriate, and for dissemination of
research results to them.
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Text consent
More on Title
informed
Research question: Does an employer unlawfully discriminate against applicants
based on membership in protected groups?
Think AdFisher, or an “analog” version of this study
Employers don’t provide consent, in fact, they are actively deceived!
Field experiments to study discrimination are legally permissible if:
1. the harm to employers is limited, and
2. there is great social benefit to having a reliable measure of
discrimination, and
3.other methods of measuring discrimination are weak; and
4. deception does not strongly violate the norms of that setting.

https://www.bitbybitbook.com/en/1st-ed/ethics/
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Title Text
The Menlo
Report

http://www.caida.org/publications/papers/2012/menlo_report_actual_formatted/
menlo_report_actual_formatted.pdf
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Title Text
The Menlo
Report

http://www.caida.org/publications/papers/2012/menlo_report_actual_formatted/
menlo_report_actual_formatted.pdf
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Title Text
The Menlo
Report
Respect for Law and Public Interest
• Implicit in the Belmont Reports’ application of Beneficence
• In Information and Communication Technology Research (ICTR),
included as a separate principle with two applications - Compliance
and Transparency and Accountability
“The second application refers to transparency of methodologies and results, and
accountability for actions. Transparency and accountability serve vital roles in many
ICTR contexts where it is challenging or impossible to identify stakeholders (e.g.,
attribution of sources and intermediaries of information), to understand interactions
between highly dynamic and globally distributed systems and technologies, and
consequently to balance associated harms and benefits. A lack of transparency and
accountability risks undermining the credibility of, trust and confidence in, and
ultimately support for, ICT research.”

http://www.caida.org/publications/papers/2012/menlo_report_actual_formatted/
menlo_report_actual_formatted.pdf
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Title Text
The Menlo
Report
Respect for Law and Public Interest
• Implicit in the Belmont Reports’ application of Beneficence
• In Information and Communication Technology Research (ICTR),
included as a separate principle with two applications - Compliance
and Transparency and Accountability
“Accountability demands that research methodology, ethical evaluations, data
collected, and results generated should be documented and made available
responsibly in accordance with balancing risks and benefits. Data should be
available for legitimate research, policy-making, or public knowledge, subject to
appropriate collection, use, and disclosure controls informed by the Beneficence
principle. The appropriate format, scope and modality of the data exposure will vary
with the circumstances, as informed by Beneficence determinations.”

http://www.caida.org/publications/papers/2012/menlo_report_actual_formatted/
menlo_report_actual_formatted.pdf
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Title Text
The Menlo
Report
… the Menlo Report calls on researchers to move beyond the
narrow definition of “research involving human subjects”
from the Belmont Report to a more general notion of “research
with human-harming potential.”
A principles-based approach means that researchers should
not hide behind a narrow, legal definition of “research
involving human subjects,” even if IRBs allow it. Rather, they
should adopt a more general notion of “research with humanharming potential” and they should subject all of their own
research with human-harming potential to ethical consideration.

https://www.bitbybitbook.com/en/1st-ed/ethics/ethics-appendix/
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Title Text
Beyond re-identification:
Barrow, Alaska, 1979
Native leaders and city officials, worried about drinking
and associated violence in their community, invited a
group of sociology researchers to assess the problem
and work with them to devise solutions.
Methodology
• 10% representative sample (N=88) of everyone over the
age of 15 using a 1972 demographic survey
• Interviewed on attitudes and values about use of alcohol
• Obtained psychological histories & drinking behavior
• Given the Michigan Alcoholism Screening Test
• Asked to draw a picture of a person (used to determine
cultural identity)

based on a slide by Bill Howe
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Title“results”
Text
Study

At the conclusion of the study researchers formulated a report entitled
“The Inupiat, Economics and Alcohol on the Alaskan North Slope”,
released simultaneously at a press release and to the Barrow
community.
The press release was picked up by the New York Times, who ran a front
page story entitled “Alcohol Plagues Eskimos”

based on a slide by Bill Howe
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HarmsTitle
andText
backlash
Study results were revealed in the context of a press conference that was held
far from the Native village, and without the presence, much less the knowledge
or consent, of any community member who might have been able to present any
context concerning the socioeconomic conditions of the village.
Study results suggested that nearly all adults in the community were
alcoholics. In addition to the shame felt by community members, the town’s
Standard and Poor bond rating suffered as a result, which in turn decreased the
tribe’s ability to secure funding for much needed projects.

based on a slide by Bill Howe
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Title Text
Problems
Methodological

Edward F. Foulks, M.D., “Misalliances In The Barrow Alcohol Study”

• “The authors once again met with the Barrow Technical Advisory Group, who stated
their concern that only Natives were studied, and that outsiders in town had not
been included.”

any chance of selection bias?

• “The estimates of the frequency of intoxication based on association with the
probability of being detained were termed "ludicrous, both logically and
statistically.”

Ethical
• Participants not in control of how their data is used
• Significant harm: social (stigmatization) and financial (bond rating)
• No laws were broken, and harms are not about individual privacy!
Who benefits? Who is harmed?

•

data protection …. responsibility …. trust
based on a slide by Bill Howe
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Text contagion
Case study: Title
Emotional

participants did not consent
there was no third-party review of the study
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Text
Case Title
study:
Encore
ACM SIGCOMM 2015

“…We present Encore, a system that harnesses
cross-origin requests to measure Web filtering from
a diverse set of vantage points without requiring
users to install custom software, enabling longitudinal
measurements from many vantage points. We explain
how Encore induces Web clients to perform crossorigin requests that measure Web filtering, design a
distributed platform for scheduling and collecting
these measurements, show the feasibility of a globalscale deployment with a pilot study and an analysis
of potentially censored Web content, identify
several cases of filtering in six months of
measurements, and discuss ethical concerns that
would arise with widespread deployment.”
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Text
Case Title
study:
Encore
ACM SIGCOMM 2015
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Title Text
https://gdpr-info.eu/
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Title and
Textdefinitions
GDPR: scope
Article 2: Material Scope

• This Regulation applies to the processing of personal data wholly or partly by automated

means and to the processing other than by automated means of personal data which form
part of a filing system or are intended to form part of a filing system.

Article 4: Definitions

• ‘personal data’ means any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural

person (‘data subject’); an identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, directly
or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an identification
number, location data, an online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical,
physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity of that natural person;

• ‘processing’ means any operation or set of operations which is performed on personal

data or on sets of personal data, whether or not by automated means, such as collection,
recording, organisation, structuring, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation,
use, disclosure by transmission, dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment or
combination, restriction, erasure or destruction;
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Title and
Textdefinitions
GDPR: scope
Article 4: Definitions

• ‘controller’ means the natural or legal person, public authority, agency or

other body which, alone or jointly with others, determines the purposes
and means of the processing of personal data; where the purposes and
means of such processing are determined by Union or Member State law,
the controller or the specific criteria for its nomination may be provided for
by Union or Member State law;

• ‘processor’ means a natural or legal person, public authority, agency or
other body which processes personal data on behalf of the controller;

• ‘consent’ of the data subject means any freely given, specific, informed

and unambiguous indication of the data subject’s wishes by which he or
she, by a statement or by a clear aﬃrmative action, signifies agreement to
the processing of personal data relating to him or her;
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https://gdpr-info.eu/recitals/no-58/
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• Legal frameworks: the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),

the New York City Automated Decision Systems (ADS) law, the Indian Net
Neutrality Regulatory Framework

• Common threads:
• data subject’s informed consent to data collection and processing
• right to an explanation of decision-making processes and results
• data rights: correction, deletion, portability of personal data
https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.03683
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Title
Text
Personal
responsibility

Six seismologists accused of misleading the public about the risk of an earthquake in
Italy were cleared of manslaughter on 10 November. An appeals court overturned their sixyear prison sentences and reduced to two years the sentence for a government official who had
been convicted with them.
The magnitude-6.3 earthquake struck the historic town of L’Aquila in the early hours of 6 April
2009, killing more than 300 people.
The finding by a three-judge appeals court prompted many L’Aquila citizens who were waiting
outside the courtroom to react with rage, shouting “shame” and saying that the Italian state had
just acquitted itself, local media reported. But it comes as a relief to scientists around the
world who had been following the unprecedented case with alarm.
“We don’t want to have to be worried about the possibility of being prosecuted if we give advice
on earthquakes,” says seismologist Ian Main of the University of Edinburgh, UK. “That would
discourage giving honest opinion.”
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Title Text
Codes of ethics:
the ACM Code

https://www.acm.org/binaries/content/assets/about/acm-code-of-ethics-booklet.pdf
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TitleCode
Text (2018)
The ACM
General ethical principles

• Contribute to society and to human well-being, acknowledging that all people
are stakeholders in computing

• Avoid harm
• Be honest and trustworthy
• Be fair and take action not to discriminate
• Respect the work required to produce new ideas, inventions, creative works,
and computing artifacts

• Respect privacy
• Honor confidentiality
https://www.acm.org/binaries/content/assets/about/acm-code-of-ethics-booklet.pdf
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Title
Text GDEP
Codes of
ethics:

formerly known as CPEDS: Community
Principles on Ethical Data Sharing

https://www.datafordemocracy.org/documents/GDEP-Ethics-Framework-Principles-one-sheet.pdf
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